
 

 

RELAXING READING 

Can you find any books about 

dragons or things that have been 

made like the Egg Box dragon? 

ALL AROUND THE UK 

Can you find out some interesting 

facts about London? Maybe you 

would like to create a fact file about 

London.  

SUPER SCIENTIST 

Have a look around your house, 

how many materials can you find? 

What can you find out about the 

materials-do they float in water or 

maybe they sink? Are any of them 

magnetic? 

Summer 1 

This homework is optional.  

Please choose an 

activity/activities if you 

would like to.  We would 

love to see what you have 

done so please bring it in to 

share with your class 

teacher. 
CLEVER CONVERSATION 

Speak to your family about things they may 

have made.  What did they like? What could 

they do better for next time? 

Have any of your family seen a dragon?  

WONDERFUL WRITING 

Can you write a letter to the egg box dragon? You 

could ask him questions about what he has been 

doing or where he has been. You could tell him what 

you have been doing. Maybe you would like to 

include an illustration.  

ALL AROUND THE WORLD 

We will be learning a little about London, which is 

our capital city. Can you pick a capital city from 

another country in the world and make a poster 

to tell us interesting facts? 

MARVELOUS MATHS 

Make different groups of objects in 2, 5 and 10. 

Write the numbers underneath.  

Perhaps you can count in 2’s going upstairs? 

Maybe you could count in 10’s whilst you are 

getting dressed? Can you find things in your 

house which show the number 5?  

Living in a material world.  

We are learning all about materials and their 

properties. We will also be looking at how materials 

of objects can cause problems in the world.  

AMAZING ARTS 

Use junk modelling to make an animal, like 

the egg box dragon. What will you make? 

How many different materials can you use? 

Maybe you will use a bottle to make a shark 

or a apple juice carton to make a rabbit? 


